In this paper we introduce GOAD -an active database we have developed on top of GemStone -concentrating upon the implementation of our debugger prototype. We show how we extended the standard debugger provided with the GemStone-Smalltalk Interface to cope with the added complexity which the active parts of our system present. These extensions provide the means to trace the execution of rule code in the same straight-forward manner as standard class code. In addition we show how the GOAD visibility-toggling mechanism can be used by the debugger to provide different representations of an active application which are tailored to the needs of different types of users. We give an example of how, in conjunction with more abstract, graphical tools, we can use our debugger to help deal with errors in the functioning of the rule base. We conclude by evaluating the usefulness of our tool and the suitability of Smalltalk and GemStone as an underlying system for the development of tools such as the one we describe.
Introduction
There has been a large amount of work recently in the area of Active Databases [3, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18] . Adding active functionality to a system inevitably involves changing the execution model of that system in some way, and we must provide tools to manage these extensions to ensure that users will be able to use them effectively. The use of wrapper methods or the implanting of event-raising code means that instead of merely executing the method of one's choice, one is now adding extra things to the model such as events and rules, and we must enable the users of the system to ensure that these extra parts of the system work correctly. There is a need, therefore, for users to be able to trace the execution of this active layer to ensure that their rules are acting as intended. However, the extra code that deals with the raising of events and the firing of rules -in our case wrapper methods -can sometimes cause further confusion. Debugging a method now involves tracing the code which implements the event detection/handling mechanism in addition to the code we have implemented for the method. We therefore believe that we should be able to debug an active application in two ways: firstly where we can see this extra code being evaluated and secondly where we cannot. This would help to simplify the debugging of code which has activity attached to it. This paper therefore describes work in which we extend the standard Smalltalk debugger to enable us to debug our active database system, GOAD, which has been implemented using GemStone. It allows us to: trace through the rules which make up the active part of an application; use the visibility-toggling mechanism of GOAD to provide 'activity-visible' and 'activity-invisible' debugging sessions to present the system at different levels of detail; and examine all message sends that occurred during a high-level trace to help with the discovery of non-terminating behaviour
The rest of the paper is split up as follows: firstly we describe the state of the art and our motivation for the research described in this paper. Secondly we shall give a brief overview of our active database, GOAD, before proceeding to describe the implementation of our debugger prototype. Following this we will give an example to show that abstract, rule-level, tracing tools are not sufficient on their own for the debugging of active database applications and how a debugger such as ours can be of great benefit in tracking down the actual code that causes the undesired behaviour indicated by these higher-level tools. Finally we will present our conclusions and discuss future work.
Throughout the paper we use a method called name: for illustration.
State of the Art
The debugging of active database systems is an important area, but thus far there have been few proposed approaches [2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 14] . The work that has been done is divided between relational and object-oriented databases, with work centring around:
static analysis techniques [2, 4, 6] dynamic analysis [5, 6, 9, 13] The majority of work in the object-oriented context (which GOAD falls into) has been carried out in DEAR [13] , the Sentinel rule debugger [9] and VITAL [6] . These trace rules at a high level, illustrating graphically which events and rules are interacting and how. Chakravarthy argues that a rule tracer should be at a high level such as this and that traditional debuggers are not suitable for this task. The debugger that comes with the Smalltalk system, however, is not just used to report errors but is also the traditional way of testing Smalltalk applications. Therefore whilst we also provide a high level trace tool to help us pin-point errors in the rule base, we claim several benefits for the extension of the debugger to allow it to be used with rule code:
We can set breakpoints in rule code and trace execution at code level. This allows us to see exactly how the code is affecting objects within the system, rather than just giving us an abstract view which simply tells us that the rule has been fired.
The tracing of the rule code will be seamlessly integrated with the rest of the system allowing us to follow message-sends from rule code to class code and back again. Additionally, we can inspect the values of all of the objects involved at each stage.
Use of our visibility-toggling mechanism means that we can debug the system at two levels, making for more straight-forward debugging.
By integrating an extended debugger into a broad toolset which includes high-level, more abstract graphical tracers, we can gain information about the active system at differing levels of granularity.
The GemStone-Smalltalk Interface
The GemStone OODBMS [Maie86] is an extension of the object-oriented language Smalltalk [Gold89]. There are certain elements of its architecture that we need to briefly cover here in order to be able to talk about their usage later in the paper.
All objects and classes in GemStone reside within the database, and the database system itself is already 'active' in the sense that we are able to send messages to the objects within the database and have them executed in situ. (i.e. There is no need to fetch them to an external application on the client machine in order to execute methods of the objects). Therefore the Smalltalk interface that we are using in conjunction with GemStone can be used as a way of merely sending and receiving messages from objects in the database. This means that we need not ever put any application code outside of the database system itself, with the exception of interface tools (since Gemstone has no user interface classes). The interface tools within Smalltalk can be used to provide a framework in which to communicate with the objects within the database, and for presenting them to the user in an appropriate way. As an example, when an error occurs within the database this gets passed on to the Smalltalk interface. The interface then opens a debugger which allows us to inspect and issue commands to objects which are in the database. Therefore the application resides and is executed within the database, whilst the interface classes merely provide visualisations of what is happening.
GOAD -GemStone Object-Oriented Active DataBase
Our active database system, GOAD [22] , is an extension of the commercial OODBMS Gemstone [19] , adding the kind of behaviour normally associated with active databases. All classes in our system which need to provide active behaviour inherit from a class named ActiveObject, which contains all of the extensions needed to support the use of events and rules. We use the following mechanisms within this class:
Method wrapping Each method that needs to raise events is wrapped. The original method name: is recompiled under the selector uname: and the method name: becomes code to raise events and call the original method.
Event dictionaries Each active object type has event dictionaries associated with it that hold references to the events declared on it.
Automatic parameter name generation When a rule is declared on a particular event, the number and names of the parameters that are passed to the rule are automatically generated and put into place.
Visibility-toggling Visibility-toggling [23] aims to simplify the browsing and debugging of active systems. It is described in a later section, since it is relevant to the work within this paper.
Implementation

Breakpoints in Gemstone
In GemStone only code belonging to a class or metaclass is able to have breakpoints set. We cannot set breakpoints within individual instances. If we are to debug rules then we must have facilities for setting breakpoints within rule code to ensure that we can stop the execution of the rule at the required point and trace its execution.
Setting Breakpoints in Classes
There are two methods within Gemstone that support the setting of breakpoints. These are:
1. setMethodBreak:stepPoint: and 2. methodBreakObject:stepPoint:.
The first method checks that the parameters it has received are correct and that the step point at which the break is to be set actually exists.
It then calls the second method to create a break object that it can register with the system.
Here is the standard GemStone code that creates such a break object, an understanding of which will be necessary to follow the discussion in the next section. "create an array to store the information" breakObject at: 1 put: 0. "0 represents a method break" breakObject at: 2 put:(methodDict at: aSelector). "put the compiledMethod in which we wish to set the break into the breakObject" breakObject at: 3 put: anInt. "places the stepPoint at which we wish the break to occur into the array" breakObject at: 4 put: (breakObject at: 2) selector. "selector of the method that we are placing the breakpoint into" breakObject at: 5 put: self. "places the class into the breakObject to allow it to be inspected when the break occurs" breakObject This break object is then registered with the system and the next time the method is run a breakpoint will occur. When this happens a debugger will open for the inspection of the object that ran the method and allow viewing of both the contexts that were passed through in the run-up to the break and to trace through the system from this point onwards.
Setting Breakpoints in Rules
Rules in GOAD are first class objects, and consist of: a rule name; an event on which the rule is fired; a condition; an action; a priority for the firing order; and a state of activation.
The only parts that concern us here, however, are the condition and action code as this is where we wish to set the breakpoints.
Conditions and actions in GOAD are represented by GemStone Blocks. Blocks in GemStone are pieces of compiled code that do not belong to any class and which can be executed by the sending of the message value. Because these pieces of code are not methods of any class, however, we cannot ordinarily set breakpoints in them. Nevertheless, what they do possess, in common with methods belonging to classes, is a compiledMethod. We can use this fact in a revised method which belongs to the class Rule and which sets breakpoints in the code blocks belonging to rules. The checking method setMethodBreak:stepPoint: now receives a string that is either 'condition' or 'action' and which is sent in place of the selector name. This allows the method to find the correct compiledMethod (i.e. either that belonging to the condition or the action) before passing this information on to the method that creates the break object. Similarly we have expanded and altered the signature of the methodBreakObject:stepPoint: method to become methodBreakObject:in:stepPoint: as it needs to receive and deal with different information from before. methodBreakObject: aMethod in: aString stepPoint: anInt |breakObject| breakObject := InvariantArray new: 5. "Create the array as before" breakObject at: 1 put: 0. "Tell the system that this is a method break as technically it is, as it is in a compiledMethod" breakObject at: 2 put: aMethod. "Put the compiledMethod that we earlier obtained from the block representing the condition or action into the breakObject" breakObject at: 3 put: anInt.
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"State the stepPoint within the compiledMethod where we wish the break to occur" breakObject at: 4 put: aString. "Put the string 'condition' or 'action' into the breakObject (depending on which it is) so that when the break occurs the context will be represented in the debugger by the string" breakObject at: 5 put: self. "Place the rule that is requesting the breakpoint into the breakObject for inspection later" breakObject
We can now set breakpoints in individual instances of Rule. Therefore any single rule that we wish to trace the working of can now be broken into at the required point. Next we needed to refine the debugger to ensure that rules were properly represented and seamlessly integrated with the rest of the system so we can trace every type of object in the debugger in exactly the same manner and move effortlessly between rules and classes. In the event of an error or a method break, a list of contexts is passed to the Smalltalk interface which represents the list of incomplete messages. Ordinarily, the designation executed code is used to describe contexts which do not belong to a method of a class (Fig. 1) . This behaviour needed refining so that rules were represented differently from ordinary executed code. The problem is that contexts provide a description of themselves to the debugger and we need to provide a different description when the context in question belongs to a rule. We therefore had to create a class which, when we ask for a description, returns a string describing the rule rather than just executed code.
Updating the Debugger to Allow the Viewing of Rules
We then needed to change the contextList method which builds up the list of contexts for display in the debugger to ensure that any contexts that belonged to rule code were described correctly. To do this we used a class named GSRuleActivation which accepts a context as an argument as well as a string which describes how we wish the context to be represented.
When we send messages to a GSRuleActivation they are merely passed on to the context that it is wrapped around, the exception being the message which asks for a description. This method returns the string we have provided in place of executed code (i.e. how the context would describe itself). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
All contexts belonging to rules, therefore, are placed into an instance of this new class before being put onto the list. This ensures that rule code contexts are represented as ruleCode>aRule rather than executed code (Fig. 3) .
We can now, therefore, debug rules. However, we need to address the issue of whether it is really appropriate to present this information to all users at all times. 
Tailoring the Representation
The ability to trace the active layer increases the complexity of system use. For users not involved in the maintenance of the rule base there is not necessarily any need to trace through the wrapping code or the rules that make up the active extensions of GOAD. Tracing through wrapper code and rules greatly increases the time it takes to debug an application. We have therefore implemented a system which can tailor the level of complexity presented to the user. Users tracing and maintaining the rule base can have the active layer visible and debuggable (activity-visible). A user with no current interest in the active layer, however, can be given a representation which hides the extra complexity, allowing them to just debug their own methods with the active laver working invisibly in the background (activityinvisible). This system is visibility-toggling [23] and we will give a brief description of it here before relating it to our discussion on debugging rules.
Visibility-Toggling in GOAD
Visibility-toggling allows the programmer to choose whether we are interested in viewing the active layer. If not then the active layer works in the background and we are never aware that it is there.
ActiveObject subclasses (and their metaclasses) store a variable visible which indicates whether a class is activity-visible. Whether a class is activity-visible or activity-invisible influences how some methods belonging to the class react. To display a class the Gemstone Browser uses several methods common to all classes:
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If a class is activity-visible then there is no need to return anything different (we are not hiding anything). As a result each method executes the standard system method that all classes use.
If the class is activity-invisible, however, it returns different information. sourceCodeAt: returns the user's method rather than the wrapper code. Therefore if we clicked on name: in the browser we would actually see the method code for uname: (only with the 'u' taken off the front). This is because we are hiding the fact that there is any activity attached to the selector name:.
compileMethod: receives as a parameter a changed method which will have a selector name: (since we removed the 'u' before displaying it). The compilation method knows however, that this method is a user one and so will actually compile it to uname:.
The debugger makes use of these facts to present different views of the system depending on whether we wish the active layer to be visible or not. When the active layer is visible we get to see the entire set of classes and rules that are being evaluated (Fig. 4) .
When we wish to debug the system without the distraction of having to look at the active part, however, debugger presents a view of the system such as that in Fig. 5 .
In this instance, exactly the same code has been evaluated as in Fig. 4 , but we have hidden the active part of the system to save us from the distraction and time of tracing through it. To enable this kind of usage, however, we had to refine the debugger in several further ways.
Providing Debugging Sessions with Different Levels of Complexity
Allowing the debugger to work with a hidden activity model means refining its behaviour. There are three things that need to be altered: The context list The list of contexts displayed in the debugger is altered so that all contexts belonging to the active layer are removed and all contexts belonging to wrapped methods (i.e. user methods) are described as name: rather than uname:. This hides the fact that the method has been wrapped. We do this in a similar way as with rules, using a class that alters the description of the context. This means that when we have designated a class as activity-visible, we can see all contexts, including both wrapper methods and wrapped methods (as in Fig. 4 ), but when the class is activity-invisible we appear to have only one method (as in Fig. 5 ).
Step 'into' method If the class of the method we are stepping into is activity-invisible then we need to hide the fact that the method is wrapped and merely show the user's method (Fig. 6 ). We do this by: stepping into the wrapper method without updating the display; automatically stepping through the wrapper method until we get to the call to the wrapped method (i.e. uname:); and then stepping into the user's method and updating the display.
This means we skip the wrapper code and as far as the user is concerned it does not exist. The user sees the method actually written for name: and does not see the wrapper code at all. So when the message name: is sent, the user will not be shown the code that is actually stored in name: (i.e. the wrapper code) but the user's method (uname:).
Step 'over' method If we get to the end of a method which is wrapped we want to automatically step through the end of the wrapper code that called it and return to the method that called the wrapper code before updating the displays (Fig. 7) . This again hides the fact that the method was wrapped and allows us to only show the methods that represent the non-active parts of the system. It works as follows:
Step over the message without updating the display. Step through before event raising code
Step through after event raising code These techniques allow us to present both activity-visible and activity-invisible views of the system. There is a further problem with rules, however. When we set a breakpoint in a rule and this breakpoint then occurs when a user is viewing the system in an activity-invisible mode, the user will still be informed that a breakpoint has occurred. This means that our visibility-toggling mechanism no longer works as it should, since we are only giving the user a representation whereby the active layer is partially hidden. We therefore need a way to ignore breakpoints that occur in code that we have designated as invisible.
Handling Breaks in 'Invisible' Code
In order to trap the breaks generated by Gemstone we needed to use the Smalltalk exception handling mechanism.
Smalltalk Exceptions
Smalltalk Exceptions can recognise different errors and deal with them if we have defined a specific course of action for the error. By default, method breaks are dealt with by the standard emergency handler. This notifies the user of If the code the breakpoint was encountered in is not designated as invisible then the normal system procedures for handling breakpoints take control.
If the code is designated as invisible, however, we take control away from the normal system procedure and resume execution of the application without the user ever being informed that the break has been encountered.
(This model is illustrated in Fig. 8 ).
We therefore need some way of knowing when we are executing invisible code and disabling breakpoints.
BreakSavingObject Class
BreakSavingObject keeps track of whether breakpoints are enabled or not. It counts the number of times that breaks have been disabled and enabled, only answering that breaks are enabled when the level of disables is zero. We needed to do this since it is possible to call another wrapped method from within a wrapped method.
We then use BreakSavingObject within our Static Exception to continue execution if breakpoints are disabled and we are executing code that is designated as invisible. If we are executing visible code, however, the normal system procedures take over and a debugger is opened for inspection of the breakpoint. This means that the active part of our system can now be wholly visible or invisible, since we are ensuring that breakpoints are ignored when they occur in invisible code.
Our Debugger in Context
Our debugger was implemented as just one part of a broader set of tools for the development of active database applications. At the present time these tools include: a textual rule browser/designer; a rule logging mechanism; a graphical static analysis tool to aid in the discovery of non-terminating rule behaviour; a graphical active schema design/browser tool; a graphical run-time tracing tool for the visualisation of event and rule execution; our extended debugger; and an extended Class Hierarchy Browser to help in the design of active classes.
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An extended discussion of this toolset is outside the scope of this paper. (A description of our run-time tracer tool can be found in [24] ). However, since we wish to demonstrate the usefulness of our debugger as part of this toolset, we will need to demonstrate the use of the static analyser and run-time tracer.
Our Example Application
The application we use here for illustration is a simplified version of the Starburst power station application discussed in [8] . Besides simplification, differences are also introduced as a result of the conversion of the schema from a relational to an object-oriented paradigm.
Debugging the Application
Cyclic Rule Calling
One of the biggest problems of active database development is the potential for creating non-terminating behaviour [7, 13, 11, 20] . This problem becomes ever more difficult to detect as the size of a rule base increases, since it becomes increasingly difficult to foresee the possible interactions amongst rules [21] .
The application involves connecting power cables from power plants to the users of the power. We have set up some of the rules in our application so that they form infinite cycles; this will enable us to demonstrate how our tools could be used to find such a problem. The rules in question are those where a PowerPlant triggers an addition or removal of a cable from a PowerUser or vice-versa. The non-termination occurs because after we have added a cable to a PowerPlant we trigger an addition of the cable in the PowerUser. After the PowerUser has added the cable it then triggers an addition in the PowerPlant. The same thing happens when we remove a cable. This results in an infinite cycle, with each object continually triggering the other. We will show how we can use our tools to find problems such as this.
Static Analysis of a Rule
We wish to test whether or not the rule powerUserTriggeredUpdate (the rule which triggers an addition of a cable within a power user) will terminate. The first thing we can do to test this is to use our static analyser to examine the message-sends that occur within the rule and see whether any of them will trigger more active behaviour. If another rule is triggered by the first then we check this rule to see whether or not that rule triggers any more behaviour. This continues until either a rule does not trigger any more active behaviour or we find a call to the original rule. In the second case we have found a potential cycle which needs to be investigated further by the designer. In the resulting browser which displays the possible execution tree of the rule (Fig. 9 ) the events PowerPlant>before >addCable:to: and PowerPlant<after<addCable:to: are highlighted to show that they been triggered more than once by the same rule in the analysis. (The far end of the tree ends with the same two events highlighted after they have been found for the second time). This tells us that the rule powerUserTriggeredUpdate may not terminate and thus we may have cyclic calling of rules. To ascertain whether or not this is really the case in practice we need to trace the execution of the rule as it is running. This allows us to see whether the possible outcome discovered by the static analyser ever actually occurs or not.
Run Time Tracing
The static analysis phase has indicated that the rule powerUserTriggeredUpdate may not terminate. We therefore need to trace the execution of the rule at run-time to see how the rule is interacting with other rules in the system. Fig. 10 shows an open tracer in which we have followed the execution of the rule powerUserTriggeredUpdate.
It shows the end part of the trace tree, highlighting the event Rule>before>condition to show that it has been executed twice by the same rule. This means that we have now discovered that the possible scenario outlined by the static analyser (i.e. that the rule was non-terminating) was in fact a viable one. 
Using the Extended Debugger
Besides the obvious benefits of allowing the debugging of rule code, our extended debugger also helps us, in conjunction with our other tools, to find more subtle problems. In this case, our high-level graphical tracing tools have drawn our attention to the fact that there is a problem somewhere within the active part of our application which is causing non-terminating behaviour. They do not, however, tell us where this problem is occurring. By their nature these tools are abstracted away from the code level in order to present a more natural and easily understood view of the interactions between rules and events. The actual source of the non-terminating behaviour, however, lies within the code that the rules are executing. We therefore need some way of examining the flow of message-sends that have occurred during the execution that the graphical tracer has been following. Our debugger can provide such a view, displaying all of the contexts that have been passed through as the code was executed. Furthermore, each new context in the list will have been triggered by a particular message-send in the previous one, and the debugger automatically highlights these messages in each of the contexts in the list. This means that we can follow the exact flow of messages by following the stack of contexts from bottom to top, allowing us to see which message-sends are causing the non-terminating behaviour. Fig. 11 shows the message that initiated the non-terminating behaviour in our example, namely the message send addCable: in the action code of rule powerUserTriggeredUpdate. As a final aid, we are also able to inspect any of the objects that were involved at each stage of the execution to examine their state and how this may have contributed to the problem (Fig. 12 ).
Figure 11: Examining the context list
In this example we merely need to expand the condition of the rule to prevent it being fired more than once. This can be done by checking whether the PowerUser already has the cable that we are planning to add. If so then there is no need to trigger the update. 
Future Work
At present we have an integrated toolset which allows us to create, browse, debug and maintain active applications. Besides the problem of speed which we touched upon above there is one other outstanding problem with our interface tools. At present our static analyser is not very sophisticated and can only find simple cases of non-termination. This means that it is not very useful in some cases. We therefore wish to find a way of implementing a more thorough tool. The problem is that because of the untyped nature of Smalltalk we never know which class is going to be the receiver of a particular message. This means that it is difficult to ascertain whether a particular message-send will trigger any more active behaviour. We wish, therefore, to investigate the possibility of developing a type inference system such as that in [1] . This system was designed with the aim of finding all objects that are reachable within an execution of a given application. The aim of this is so that all of these objects can be removed from a larger environment and placed into a new one, thus reducing the size of the application. This 'shrink-wrapping' of applications is a similar problem to the one which we face, since we are also interested in knowing all possible objects that could be invoked during an execution. This would allow us to ascertain whether there are any loops in such a possible execution graph, thereby indicating that we may have some non-terminating behaviour.
As for other aspects of our active database, we are still looking at ways of extending our system with other kinds of events; most importantly composite and temporal event types.
